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I. Introduction 
 
One of the main objectives of INPRO (International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel 
Cycles) is to bring together technology holders and technology users to discuss and share information 
on desirable technical and institutional innovations that are needed to ensure that nuclear energy will 
contribute to expected worldwide energy needs in a sustainable manner. The dialogue started in an 
initial project on ‘Common User Considerations’ where first insights were gained and documented. 
The INPRO Dialogue Forum is a continuation, but in a broadened form, of the common user 
considerations activity. Its main value lies in the opportunity to discuss and share information, not in 
necessarily reaching consensus or adopting joint policies. 

 

II. Establishment of the INPRO Dialogue Forum 
 

Common User Considerations 

Preceding the INPRO Dialogue Forum was a two-year study, conducted in 2007 and 2008, which 
identified commonalities in the expectations of developing countries considering the introduction of 
nuclear power. The results were published in 2009 in the IAEA Nuclear Energy Series: Common User 
Considerations (CUC) by Developing Countries for Future Nuclear Energy System: Report of Stage 1 
(IAEA Nuclear Energy Series No. NP-T-2.1, STI/PUB/1380). 

This publication started an early and frequent dialogue between potential technology users and 
holders. It was prepared with input from some two hundred experts from participating developing 
countries that are considering the deployment of nuclear power plants in the near term, or are making 
projections for the deployment of nuclear power plants in the next 40 years (up to 2050). The countries 
addressed in this publication were selected using the World Bank’s definition of developing 
economies.  

The input provided by the experts reflected good knowledge of the currently available technologies; 
however, discussions and considerations on innovative technologies were very limited. The 
publication also provided background information collected by the IAEA staff regarding additional 
characteristics and expectations of these countries. It was observed that the expectations of the experts 
were more optimistic in terms of nuclear power plant deployment until 2030 than the IAEA 
projections for the same time frame. 

The study recommended that additional refinements of the information by various methods, such as 
application of the INPRO methodology to identify gaps, or the collection of larger scientific sample of 
country specific data would be required to analyze comprehensive trends and/or to quantify market 
demand. In particular, issues of grid capacity and likely available investment based on gross domestic 
product should be carefully considered in the future as they might affect near and long term nuclear 
expansion projections.  

Process of establishing the Dialogue Forum 

The objective of the Dialogue Forum is to bring together technology users and technology holders 
from all interested Member States and to facilitate discussion so that technology holders can better 
understand the needs and concerns of technology users, and users can better understand the 
possibilities and limitations of technology holders associated with the development and deployment of 
innovative nuclear energy systems. The Dialogue Forum addresses all concerned stakeholders, 
including governments, national and international organizations, regulators, vendors, operators and 
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researchers. Open discussions between technology users and holders at an early stage of development 
of nuclear energy systems facilitates harmonization of practices, establishment of strategic 
partnerships between technology users and holders and future deployment of innovative nuclear 
energy systems in the technology user countries. 

The main value of the Dialogue Forum lies in the opportunity to discuss and share information without 
necessarily reaching consensus or adopting joint policies. Correspondingly, the main product of the 
INPRO Dialogue Forum will be proceedings that document positions, questions and progress in 
discussions. 

In November 2009, at a special session on the INPRO Dialogue Forum held in conjunction with the 
15th meeting of the INPRO Steering Committee, delegates decided on Dialogue Forum operation, 
including stakeholders, meetings, dissemination of information, communication and interaction levels, 
and issues to be addressed in the next four years. The Dialogue Forum is open to all IAEA Member 
States and involves a variety of audiences. 

The following areas were identified for further potential discussion through the Dialogue Forum in the 
course of the next four years: 

 Innovative nuclear systems: definition of innovation; approaches to safety for innovative 
systems; time scale for development and deployment of innovative systems; information 
exchange on innovative technologies, including degree of maturity; role of users in the 
development and deployment of innovative systems; lessons learned from current technology 
and application of theses lessons to innovative concepts; near term deployment technology as 
a bridge between current technology and future concepts; demand driven innovative nuclear 
systems for electricity production, process heat, desalination, and hydrogen production.  

 Institutional arrangements: innovations to support sustainable deployment of new 
technologies and to facilitate the implementation of radical changes in technologies; national, 
regional and international long term commitment to the nuclear option and socio-political 
issues.  

 Nuclear fuel cycles: future users’ needs concerning the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle; 
multinational reprocessing plants; material flow as a result of a large use of nuclear energy; 
assurances of fuel supply for innovative concepts.  

For each of these topics, the Dialogue Forum could contain discussion ‘tracks’, i.e. smaller meetings 
or information exchange through internet platforms and other channels to further elaborate these 
topics. 

Preparation of the first workshop 

In preparing the first workshop of the Dialogue Forum, the first activity in this INPRO programme 
area, the outcome of the Common User Considerations study and deliberations of the 15th INPRO 
Steering Committee Meeting were reviewed. The workshop was held in February 2010 and was 
focused on:   
 
1. Socio- and macroeconomic factors that influence decisions regarding deployment of nuclear 

systems, including for example: impact on environment/climate, behaviour of the national or local 
economy, psychological and ‘quality of life’ issues, perceptions, state-public relationships, and 
national economic development.  

 
2. Proven technology: technology which is provided in an innovative nuclear energy system should 

be ‘proven’ or ‘mature’ before it is included in a proposed design. For technology to be considered 
mature, it must have been applied in a prototype article (a system, subsystem, or component), 
tested in a relevant or operational environment, and found to have performed adequately for the 
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intended application for a reasonable length of time, or be fully licensed and operated by a host 
country before export to another country. This implies a need for measuring or evaluating maturity 
and ensuring that only sufficiently mature technology is included by the technology holders in 
proposed plant designs. 

 
3. Safety Approaches for Innovative Nuclear Energy Systems: safety is an essential consideration 

for the overall assessment of a given nuclear energy system. ‘Generic’ regional approaches to 
safety could be the first step in the establishment of a) a process to assist technology users to 
perform independent assessments of the safety of innovative nuclear systems based on IAEA 
Safety Standards; and b) approaches to national and/or regional arrangements to assist in safety 
guidelines and assessments for future reactor systems while taking full advantage of the 
experiences of technology holders and their extensive safety analysis database. 

 
 
The above topics are relevant to the general areas that were outlined by the SC and were selected by 
taking several factors into consideration: 

 
a) Relevance to innovation and to INPRO activities such as application of the INPRO methodology: 
the first and third topics (socio-macroeconomics and safety approaches) are relevant to Institutional 
Innovations where harmonization of approaches between different countries and understanding of all 
factors that influence deployment of nuclear energy are key to accommodate the expected increase in 
demand for nuclear energy worldwide. The second topic (Proven Technology) is important for judging 
the maturity of new innovative nuclear technologies that have not been tested on a commercial scale 
but are expected to provide significant improvements in sustainability. All three topics are relevant to 
the application of the INPRO methodology in the areas of economics and safety where innovative 
systems are expected to result in improved metrics in theses areas. It is clear that a discussion about 
“technology readiness” of these new innovative systems is important when decisions are made in 
selecting systems for assessment using the INPRO methodology. 

 
b) Relevance to the areas identified in the Common Users Considerations study: all of the selected 
topics are relevant to the outcome of the CUC study. For example, the second topic (Proven 
Technology) was mentioned frequently in this study but with reference to operating reactors. It is 
important to extend this discussion to innovative reactor systems that have not been deployed on a 
commercial scale and, therefore, could be judged differently by different users depending on their 
experience with nuclear technology in general. Investigation into this area revealed that this topic has 
received very little attention when it comes to assessing the degree of “provenness” of innovative 
systems and was therefore judged to be an important topic for further discussion.  

 
c)  Synergy with recent activities relevant to innovative reactor systems to enhance cooperation and 
coordination both internally and externally: for example, the first topic (socio-macroeconomic factors) 
is very relevant to a recent IAEA study regarding the impact of nuclear energy activities in the Rep. of 
Korea. This topic enables further discussion in this important area and looks into innovative 
approaches of addressing many important social and macroeconomic issues that are not usually 
considered in decisions regarding deployment of nuclear energy. In addition, the third topic (safety 
approaches) was selected to extend current activities that attempt to address issues related to safety 
and licensing of a limited set of new reactor concepts by widening the discussion to make it more 
technology neutral. 

 
It should be pointed out that while these topics are related to different disciplines they are quite 
interrelated and discussing them in one workshop would provide valuable insight into the complexity 
of introducing or expanding an existing nuclear program. For example, innovative technologies that 
are developed with a focus on improving economics and safety would receive better public acceptance 
but their introduction could be perceived to be more risky than less innovative technologies that have 
been proven to work but may not be perceived as having the desired level of economic 
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competitiveness or safety. By harmonizing approaches in areas related to safety assessment and 
technology evaluation it would be easier to combine efforts to make the introduction of these newer 
but untested technologies easier in new and established markets alike. 

 
The workshop was organized through the IAEA Technical Cooperation Programme (INT/4/142) and 
held in cooperation with the Planning and Economic Studies Section (PESS) of the Department of 
Nuclear Energy, and the Division of Nuclear Installation Safety of the Department of Nuclear Safety 
and Security. 

 
The workshop format consisted of three panel presentation sessions (one for each topic) followed by 
discussion involving all workshop participants. Three breakout groups were then formed to allow 
more focused discussion between experts for each topic with summary presentations made at the 
conclusion of the breakout sessions. The following sections summarize the outcome of the panel 
discussions and breakout group sessions.  
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III. Report on First Dialogue Forum Workshop 

 

Session 1. Socio- and macroeconomic factors that influence decisions regarding 
deployment of nuclear systems 

This session consisted of 8 presentations followed by questions and answers. A summary of the 
presentations is provided below. 

 Presentations (see Appendix A for link to full presentations) 

Speaker and name of 
the presentation 

Brief description 

I. Jalal (Session 
Chair), IAEA 

This presentation introduced the topic to the participants and highlighted the 
main factors that influence decisions regarding nuclear energy deployment: 
technical, economic, social, environmental, and political & strategic. The 
presentation highlighted the need to consider all these factors while taking 
into consideration the IAEA projections of new nuclear builds worldwide 
that are expected to range from 12 to 24 units per year over the next 20 years.  

D. Sharma (Australia): 

 Social, economic, 
environmental and 
institutional issues 
influencing energy 
decisions - in 
particular decisions on 
nuclear energy 

Energy decision making is complex and multifaceted. However, decisions 
regarding energy are currently based primarily on economic considerations. 
Other important aspects of decision making such as environmental and 
sociological factors are given less priority or simply ignored. This approach 
leads to undesirable outcomes such as technological biases and failure in 
meeting desired expectations. 

Insights into decision dynamics are instructive and could be gained by 
considering the goals of the energy sector, namely how to best meet the 
energy needs of society. The nature and quality of decisions depend on our 
conceptions of society (e.g., economic, political, environmental, etc). Each 
conception is specified by prevalent norms which are influenced by existing 
values. Values are shaped by human instincts which are influenced by 
prevailing world-view. World-view (Human Consciousness) is an evolving 
entity, inspired by human experience, perceptions, biases, and prejudices. 
The implications is that Decision-Making (e.g., in the area of energy) has a 
temporal context which is influenced and legitimized by this evolving world 
view or human consciousness. 

The contemporary world-view is essentially economic. The consequence for 
energy decision-making is that relevant issues are viewed from the prism of 
economics and decisions are made primarily on economic considerations. 
Legitimacy for these economics-based decisions is sought through economic 
indicators while other essential aspects of decisions (for example, 
environmental, sociological, psychological ...) are marginalized or ignored. 
This approach often has adverse impact on the desired outcomes which is 
normally attributed to the lack of proper application of the economic world-
view. However, this explanation is deficient and the remedy lies in 
embracing a wider world-view that is not limited to economic considerations. 

In conclusion, the existing (economic) world-view, and its associated 
decision criteria fail to articulate other dimensions essential for making 
technology choices to meet society’s energy needs. Therefore, there is a need 
to sharpen the horizons that shape our world-view and to broaden the criteria 
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for decision-making on energy technology choices through awareness, 
education, and continuing dialogue. 

 

N. Barkatullah 
(IAEA): 

Macroeconomic 
factors influencing 
nuclear power 
deployment in 
developing countries 

Macroeconomics involves the study of the economy as whole using 
aggregate factors; key macroeconomic factors include: 

1. Gross Domestic Product 
2. Employment 
3. Balance of Payment 
4. Price Stability and Inflation 
5. Financial Markets and Interest Rate 
6. Cost and Investment 

 

In terms of economics, nuclear has several advantages such as low operating 
costs, stable generating costs, long life time, security of supply, and low 
external costs. However, the high upfront capital costs can be difficult to 
finance, given the long lead time for planning and construction and cost 
sensitivity to interest rates. This, along with regulatory and policy risks, 
makes it even more challenging.  

A particular challenge associated with high upfront capital cost, which could 
be several billion dollars for a typical 1000MW, can be highlighted by 
considering that over 50% of countries, reported by IMF (2008) have a GDP 
of less than $10b. Given that the share of energy investment is typically a 
small percentage of GDP (range between ~1 to ~3.5%), it clear that the large 
upfront capital cost could be a significant challenge for a large number of 
countries. 

However, investment in nuclear has significant macroeconomic benefits, 
with low fuel cost and price stability being major influencing factors. For 
example, a comparison with the higher fossil fuel prices and their price 
volatility shows adverse macroeconomic effects in terms of balance of 
payment, inflation and interest rates increases with adverse social effects on 
low income families. Lower and stable nuclear fuel prices means that these 
adverse effects can be avoided. In addition, investment in nuclear stimulates 
economic activity which creates employment (e.g., through construction, 
manufacturing, support services, etc). This increased employment creates 
income and more demand for goods and services which leads to increase in 
regional and national income that contributes to the GDP. 

All these benefits can be realized assuming that initial hurdles associated 
with high upfront capital costs, financing, and potential regulatory and policy 
risks that could impact construction time can be overcome. In this regards, 
the nuclear industry can benefit from a few “within budget and on schedule” 
projects. 

While this discussion focuses on macroeconomic considerations, it should be 
pointed out that nuclear also contributes positively to other important 
considerations such as security of energy and electricity supply, spin-off to 
other sectors, socio-cultural effects, and environmental and health benefits. 

M. Deffrennes (EC): 

EU's vision and 
actions on the role of 
nuclear energy for 

Today nearly 1/3 of the consumed electricity in the EU is produced by 
nuclear energy. Nuclear in Europe has reached very high safety levels and 
solutions for nuclear waste management, in particular geological disposal, 
are entering the phase of practical implementation. 
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sustainable 
development and 
climate change 
mitigation 

The EU has taken very ambitious commitments and vision in terms of CO2 
reduction targets: 20 to 30% for 2020 and up to 80% for 2050. The second 
Strategic Energy Review also mentions that 2/3 of the electricity produced in 
the EU in 2020 should be carbon free, and 100% carbon free in 2050.  

The Strategic Energy Technology Plan of the EU proposed the launch of 
European Industrial Initiatives in all aspects of low carbon energy – it is the 
technology arm of the low carbon energy policy of the EU. It covers all 
elements of the energy mix – including nuclear energy (support for the 
Generation IV prototypes).  

One has to realise the "specificities/opportunities/challenges" of the diverse 
energy components of the energy mix of the future. Energy saving and 
increased efficiency must be pursued in the most dynamic manner. It would 
not be prudent not to consider nuclear energy as a major contributor to the 
energy mix for the future. Nuclear is not the solution, but part of the solution 
and there is no solution without nuclear. Needed actions include:  

 Preservation of the present nuclear contribution and operation of 
actual plants (so called Generation II Plants) as long as their high 
safety levels can be demonstrated; 

 Replacement of the plants which will be shutdown: replacement of 
the Generation II plants by Generation III plants; 

 Preparation of the ground to ensure that nuclear power can continue 
to contribute to the low carbon energy mix in a sustainable and very 
long term perspective – even if Uranium resources are reduced 
(demonstration of technical, industrial and economical feasibility of 
Generation IV reactors). 

In parallel to technology developments, actions also need to be pursued in 
the field of legislative acts and broadening the dialogue on the future role of 
nuclear energy in the EU and worldwide. For Legislative Acts, in 2009 the 
Council has endorsed the EU Nuclear Safety Directive, rendering the IAEA 
safety documents binding in the EU. The Commission is now pursuing the 
same approach with a Directive on Nuclear Waste Management.  
In order to broaden the dialogue and have an open debate on the risks and 
opportunities of nuclear energy in Europe, the Commission, together with the 
Czech and Slovak Republics, is running the European Nuclear Energy Forum 
where main issues and questions can be discussed among stakeholders.  

M.K. Lee (R. of 
Korea):  

Contribution of 
nuclear technologies 
to the economic 
development: the 
Korean experience 

Nuclear technologies in the presentation include both nuclear power plants 
and Radioisotopes applications. Value-added contribution of the two 
technologies to the Korean economy was estimated at the national and 
regional levels. Input-Output model was adopted in the estimation.  

At the national level, industrial value-added contribution of nuclear power 
was estimated over the period from 1980 to 2005 over 5-year increments. 
Industrial activities associated with nuclear power included those utilized in 
the construction phase and operation phase. The industrial sectors that 
benefited from nuclear power changed over time as the commercial nature of 
the construction evolved from imported turn-key plants to greater 
technological self-sufficiency at the same time as the number of nuclear 
power plants and their degree of localization increased. Actual contribution 
of the nuclear power sector to GDP was estimated to be 2.1% in 2005, which 
is comparable with the percentage shares of the major industrial sectors to 
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GDP in Korea. 

In addition, an estimate of the incremental contribution (0.6~0.7% of GDP) 
was made by comparing the actual industrial value added of nuclear power 
with the value added that would have resulted had nuclear power not 
developed, using coal and gas fired electricity generation to replace nuclear.  

At the regional level, the analysis used the case of nuclear power plants, 
located at the same site, the Ulchin power plant, to illustrate the regional 
income effects of plant expenditures and wages on the local economy. The 
estimation shows a range from 20% to 44 % over the study period depending 
on the scope and magnitude of construction activities.  

The presentation also includes the value added accrued from the utilization of 
radioisotope in the selected sectors; these are manufacturing, medical and 
R&D (0.7% of GDP in 2005).  

In conclusion, selected nuclear technologies, namely nuclear power 
generation and radioisotope applications, have contributed positive industrial 
value-added to the national economy of Korea. Nuclear power plant 
construction and operation, in addition, were shown to have a positive effect 
on regional income. 

A. Srivastava (India):  

Main driving factors 
for Indian long term 
nuclear energy 
strategy 

India is a country with a population of about 1,112 Million. It has the 3rd  
largest GDP (in purchasing power parity) in the world, 10th  largest - in GDP 
terms,  4th - in total energy supply, 5th - in electricity generation/ 
consumption and 111th - in terms of per capita electricity consumption. The 
target in India is to ensure continued high GDP growth by increasing the 
electricity generation to 8000 TW(e)h and per capita electricity consumption 
to 5000kWh/capita by 2050. 

The Indian Energy Development Policy is focused on maximizing the 
utilization of non-carbon energy sources and on minimizing energy imports, 
while emphasizing energy conservation and efficiency. The goal is to ensure 
the availability of the minimum basic commercial energy needs to all 
economic groups. Energy resources and supply should be augmented in a 
sustainable manner by increasing the use of non-fossil resources. 

The Indian Nuclear Programme is divided into three stages and is designed to 
promote the optimum use of domestic nuclear resources. In the first stage, 
power is generated primarily by Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors 
(PHWRs) while building a fissile inventory for the second stage. The second 
stage involves introduction of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs) to expand the 
program and build U233 inventory. In the third stage, Advanced Heavy 
Water Reactors (AHWRs) will be introduced with thorium utilization being 
key for a sustainable program. Indian currently known resources of uranium 
have an electricity potential of 320 GWe-yr using PHWRs and 42,000 GWe-
yr using FBRs. The thorium resources can provide 155,000 GWe-yr which is 
the reason why future growth of nuclear energy in India is planned to be 
based on thorium. This strategy for expanding nuclear power enhances 
energy security. 

The Indian nuclear power scenarios have been developed by using the 
following modelling tools: Model for Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives 
and their General Environmental Impacts (Message), Dynamics of Energy 
System – Atomic Energy (DESAE), and Indicators for Sustainable Energy 
Development (ISED).  
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J. Ibrahim (Malaysia):  

The basis and process 
for considering 
nuclear power for 
meeting future energy 
needs in Malaysia 

Malaysia consists of two parts: Peninsular Malaysia (40% of land area and 
80% of national population) and the States of Sabah & Sarawak (60% of land 
area and 20% of national population). For the time being, Nuclear power is 
only considered for the Peninsula due to the small grid size in Sabah & 
Sarawak. The 1979 National Energy Policy outlines three main objectives: 
(1) to ensure adequate, secure and cost-effective supply of energy, (2) to 
promote efficient utilization of energy & discourage wasteful and non-
productive patterns of energy consumption, and (3) to ensure factors 
pertaining to environmental protection are not neglected in utilizing and 
producing energy. A new National Energy Policy is now being formulated. 
National energy sources are determined by the 2000 Five-Fuel 
Diversification Policy to expand fuel resources to include oil, hydropower, 
gas, coal, and renewable energy.  

On 26 June 2009, the Malaysian government decided that nuclear energy 
should be one of the options for electricity generation post 2020. The 
National Nuclear Power Infrastructure Plan is to be prepared by 2012, but 
nuclear power project decisions will only be made under the framework of 
the new National Energy Policy. 

Decision on nuclear power was primarily based on energy needs with 
considerations to minimising greenhouse gas emissions. By about 2019, 
there will be a demand-supply gap in Malaysian energy sector, which can be 
met by deployment of nuclear energy. According to a 2006 Forecast for 
Peninsular Malaysia, the first nuclear power plant was initially expected to 
be needed by 2021, but due to slower power demand growth the timeframe 
for commissioning the first nuclear power plant was revised to ~2025 (± 2 
years). Nuclear power deployment will be accomplished through a five-stage 
process starting with the preparation of a National Nuclear Power 
Infrastructure Development Plan by 2012 and ending with commissioning 
and operation of the first power plant by 2025.  

Malaysia has been performing horizontal integration in planning and 
development involving all relevant agencies and institutions with early initial 
familiarisation of all key players (from political stakeholders to the general 
public) for comprehensive common understanding of all issues.  

Y. Ibrahim (Egypt) 

Major challenges for 
introducing nuclear 
energy: Egyptian case 

The main motivations for nuclear energy deployment in Egypt are: (1) 
limited fossil and hydro energy resources, (2) high price of large-scale 
renewable energy electricity generation, (3) environmental aspects, (4) 
conserve oil and gas use, and (5) spin-off potential to modernize Egyptian 
industries and enhance scientific research.  

The Egyptian Nuclear Program started in the 1950s. The repeated 
interruptions of the nuclear programme led to the fragmentation of the 
programme as well as problems in human resources. The Nuclear Program 
was revived in 2006 after 20 years of stagnation.. In October 2007, president 
Mubark announced an initiative to start a programme on constructing a 
number of Nuclear Power Plants for electricity generation. Legislative and 
structural procedures related to the energy sector in general, and to the 
mechanisms and bodies specific to nuclear energy in particular, have already 
started. In 2007, Egypt started cooperation with IAEA with the aim to set an 
integral plan for introducing NPPs through support of the Egyptian 
infrastructure.  

A draft of nuclear law has been prepared and reviewed by the Egyptian 
stakeholder and IAEA experts. The draft was sent to the Egyptian Parliament 
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for endorsement and approval. It regulates nuclear and radiological activities 
in Egypt within the frames of the international binding instruments. The law 
includes chapters related to: licensing of nuclear installations (nuclear 
safety), security and safeguards (nuclear emergencies, civil liabilities, nuclear 
wastes and spent fuel). After the approval of this law there will an 
establishment of an independent and competent regulatory body (RB). In 
order to strengthen the capabilities of the RB, a request for consultant 
prequalification was announced. Many offers were evaluated and short listed 
to 6 qualified consultants that will be invited for bidding. 

Major challenges of Egyptian Program are related with (1) lack of national 
capabilities in nuclear power technology, (2) negative impact of long 
hibernation on human recourses, (3) lack of a single entity regulating the 
nuclear energy and radiation application, and (4) long time taken for deciding 
on the suitability of the pre-selected site. 

 

Discussion 

The discussion after the presentations on socio- and macroeconomic factors that influence decisions 
regarding deployment of nuclear systems was primarily focused on following issues: 

o Extent of involvement of industrial consumers of energy in Europe in driving the need 
for nuclear: potential industrial users with experience in high temperature reactors and 
process heat applications are involved in the various discussions and initiatives. The 
potential use of nuclear for process heat applications is an important driver in addition 
to electricity demand which is expected to increase. In addition, there is potential for 
increased electricity demand for electric cars in the transportation sector. 

o Approximate timeframes for demonstration of Generation IV technologies and their 
availability to newcomer countries: the target date of 2020 in the EC presentation is 
related to demonstration of the viability of GenIV technologies. Commercial 
availability, however, is estimated to occur in the 2040 to 2050 timeframe but one has 
to act now to demonstrate viability. There was also a comment that there is interest by 
some vendors in the US to develop small modular reactors that could provide good 
options for newcomers before GenIV technologies are available. 

o Competitiveness of existing and future nuclear energy depends on recent experiences 
and cost transparency: The wide range of costs reported in the IAEA presentation 
show that actual construction cost numbers vary from one region to another with 
lower numbers reported in Asia and higher numbers reported from recent experiences 
in Europe. It was pointed out that vendors sometimes need to clarify what is being 
quoted as construction costs (e.g., what is being included in overnight costs). 
However, recent quotes from Asia are encouraging. It was also pointed out that 
generating costs from operating power plants are very competitive, especially if their 
lives can be extended.  

o Main considerations needed for the introduction of nuclear energy for new countries 
with emphasis on “what not to do”: it was pointed out that in addition to the many 
factors discussed in the presentations, public opinion and participation should not be 
ignored. If feasible, frequent changes in “political decisions” should be avoided since 
they can be detrimental for a nuclear program. 

o Discussion about the argument that the world-view is dominated by economic 
considerations when it comes to making energy decisions and choices and how this 
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argument can be consolidated with several presentations that quoted factors such as 
security of supplies as being important. Several views were exchanged that reflected 
the experiences of the participants such as the dominance of economics considerations 
in de-regulated markets versus incentives that some governments may provide to 
support higher costs of starting a nuclear program with the anticipation that the 
introduction of new and advanced technologies will be beneficial in the long term. 

 

Breakout group report 

The group within the breakout session defined a number of social and macroeconomic factors that 
influence decisions regarding deployment of nuclear energy. 

Social Factors: 

Public opinion should not be underestimated as an important social factor as evidenced from 
experiences in several countries with nuclear power programs. Two aspects need to be considered: 1) 
public perception, and 2) public acceptance and participation. 

Public perception of nuclear is influenced by several factors such as education, decision making 
culture and the degree of policy centralization/decentralization. Public perception is heavily influenced 
by public participation both at the national and local levels. Transparency in this regards is very 
important to ensure good public participation and informed decision on the acceptability of nuclear.  

 

Distributive justice is another important social factor because it is connected with social equity which 
implies fair access to education and resources, improved livelihood and full participation in the 
political and cultural life of the community. Subsidies can be used as a vehicle to impact the social 
settings in this context. 

 

Macroeconomic Factors 

Economic policy settings have major impact on deployment of nuclear energy. These include: 
monetary, fiscal, wage (employment), international (foreign direct investment) and market structural 
policies.  

The size of investment has a big macroeconomic impact for projects that requires high upfront capital 
cost such as nuclear power plants and related infrastructure. An important consideration here is to 
consider the size of investment in relation to the size of economy (e.g., GDP) since each country has a 
certain capacity that affects the size of possible investment.  

Country’s debt level as indicated by its balance of payment and the resulting impact on a country’s 
credit rating are also important macroeconomic considerations. Financing nuclear projects is 
influenced by local and international credit availability, interest rate and credit rating. Maturity of 
capital markets is a factor influenced by market liquidity and diversity of financial instruments.  

Other factors influencing nuclear deployment include structural changes (e.g., deregulation and 
privatization of electricity industry), energy security, electricity price stability, spin-offs to other 
sectors, and environmental benefits. In addition, political and strategic considerations (e.g., long term 
political commitment, energy policy and international and institutional considerations) together with 
environmental considerations can have important influence on nuclear energy deployment.  

The breakout group came to the conclusion that while socio and macroeconomic factors are 
recognized, they are not usually integrated into policy settings when decisions regarding deployment 
of nuclear are made. Therefore, further dialogue is needed to better understand the impact of these 
factors and how to best integrate them into the decision making process.  
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Session 2: Proven Technology 

 

This session consisted of 7 presentations followed by questions and answers. A summary of the 
presentations is provided below 

  Presentations (see Appendix A for link to full presentations) 

Speaker and name of 
the presentation 

Brief description 

R. Beatty (IAEA) 

Technology Readiness 
Levels 

This presentation provided an introduction to Technology Readiness and its 
role in successful commercialization. The question of technology readiness 
was illustrated from experiences in the US where many technology 
development programs were proceeding without adequate knowledge at 
critical junctures (also known as “Knowledge Points”). Three critical 
junctures can be identified, each with it’s own technical risk: 

1) Technology maturity: A gap between industry best practices and actual 
technology maturity indicates potential technical risk 

2) Design maturity: A gap between industry best practices and actual design 
stability indicates potential technical risk. 

3) Fabrication maturity: A gap between industry best practices and actual 
production maturity indicates potential technical risk 

The US study found that about 85% of the programs that were over budget or 
behind schedule proceeded prematurely in the development plan before 
demonstrating that all of their technologies are sufficiently mature. Not 
surprisingly, the study found that program acquisition costs were 
significantly higher for programs that proceeded with less mature 
technologies to the next development step. For example, many programs did 
not achieve “design stability” as a result of moving forward with key 
technologies that did not achieve the required level of maturity and /or 
because of lack of adequate design review.  

In response to the high cost and risks associated with constantly pushing the 
technological envelope, NASA developed and began using Technology 
Readiness Levels (TRLs) in the 1980’s to assess the maturity of a particular 
technology. This methodology was later adopted by other US government 
agencies, including the Department of Energy. The basic TRLs consist of:  

TRL 1: Basic principles observer and reported. 

TRL 2: Technology concept and/or application formulated. 

TRL 3: Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic 
proof of concept. 

TRL 4: Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment. 

TRL 5: Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment 

TRL 6: System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant 
environment (ground or space). 

TRL 7: System prototype demonstration in a space environment. 

TRL 8: Actual system completed and demonstrated through testing and 
operation in actual conditions. 
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TRL 9: Actual system operation. 

The above TRLs were developed primarily for technologies of interest to 
NASA but they can be modified and adapted for other technologies. In 
addition, these TRLs are designed to measure technology maturity and 
progress achieved in developing that technology through modelling and 
testing. However, they are not designed to assess if a particular technology is 
best suited for a particular need or if it will lead to successful development 
and deployment of a particular system.  

This presentation has provided a basic understanding of Technology 
Readiness terms and definitions in preparation for the next presentations that 
will provide an overview of several national experiences related to “Proven 
Technology”. It is anticipated that the outcome of this session will address 
questions such as: 

a) How mature does the technology need to be before a Member State can 
consider it ready for inclusion in their National Nuclear Energy System 
(NES) Development and Deployment Plan? 

b) What kinds of “proof”, data, or validating information are required for a 
Member State to make a determination of technology readiness? 

 

C-H Song (R. of 
Korea) 

Proven technology for 
the APR1400’s 
development, 
licensing and 
deployment: focusing 
on Thermal-Hydraulic 
safety aspect 

The APR1400 is an evolution of the proven OPR1000 reactor with advanced 
design features to enhance safety and economics. The thermal-hydraulic (T-
H) R&D activities, which have been completed as part of the efforts to 
develop and deploy the APR1400 for commercialization, are briefly 
introduced along with their use for licensing and construction activities. The 
presentation focuses mainly on the performance verification of the new 
design features as well as their contribution to safety enhancements and 
economic competitiveness. 

The first part deals with T-H separate-effects tests (THETA program), where 
the development of new safety concepts and their contribution to the safety 
enhancements of the APR1400 have been thoroughly evaluated both 
experimentally and analytically. One research area is related to the multi-
dimensional behavior of a new safety injection (SI) system for adoption in 
direct vessel injection (DVI) mode. Another area is associated with the safety 
depressurization/venting system (SDVS), which studies the condensation of 
steam jets and the resultant thermal mixing in the IRWST pool. The other 
area is associated with efforts to develop new components for safety 
enhancements, such as a fluidic device (FD), as a passive SI flow controller, 
and a sparger to depressurize the reactor coolant system.  

The second part is associated with the HERMES program to investigate the 
in-vessel retention (IVR) of molten core by the external reactor vessel 
cooling (ERVC) along with the cavity flooding system (CFS) in the case of 
severe accidents. A combination of the Passive Autocatalytic Recombiner 
(PAR) and igniters for the hydrogen management system (HMS) has also 
been developed and verified. 

The last part describes the T-H integral-effects tests (ATLAS program) to 
simulate experimentally most of the reactor system which affects the 
performance and safety of the plant. 

This set of R&D has contributed to understanding new T-H phenomena 
relevant to advanced design features, verifying the performance of new 
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design features, validating and improving the prediction capabilities of safety 
analysis tools which have been used for the developments and licensing of 
the APR1400.  

A. Teller (France) 

The EPR TM reactor : 
evolution to Gen III+ 
based on proven 
technology 

Cooperation between Framatome and Siemens started in 1989 and resulted in 
the evolutionary EPR™ design which combines best features of the French 
and German proven nuclear reactor technologies (N4 and KONVOI plants). 
The improved design was in response to the Joint Recommendations of 
French and German Safety Authorities that focused on three main objectives: 
(1) evolutionary rather than revolutionary design; (2) significant reduction of 
core meltdown probability and improvement of the reactor containment 
capability, and (3) improvement of operating conditions (radiation 
protection, waste management, maintenance, reduction of human error risk). 

The EPR™ design improvements were incorporated in the reactor pressure 
vessel, safety (passive retention and cooling of postulated core melt), steam 
generator, reactor coolant pump, and control rod drive mechanism. In 
addition, improvements in operational performance were achieved through 
enhancements such as four-train architecture and accessibility of RB during 
power operation resulting in 92%+ availability factor. The high steam 
pressure (resulting from steam generator design improvement) and the larger 
core and heavy neutron reflector lead to reduced fuel consumption and waste. 

The above improvements resulted from combining and enhancing 
technologies from two proven reactor designs (N4 and KONVOI). This 
evolutionary approach will be used again by incorporating proven EPR 
technologies in AREVA’s new design, the ATMEA1™ reactor, undertaken 
in cooperation with MHI. 

M. Koyama (Japan) 

Perspective from 
Japan in the area of 
proven technology 

Newcomers expect vendors to use both new (innovative/advanced) and 
proven technology for new nuclear power plant designs. It is important to 
understand the relationship between “new” and ”proven” (e.g., can a 
technology be new and proven?), and the how one can judge that a new 
technology has been proven.  

“Proven technology” requires proof of “elemental technology” and also proof 
of a plant total system. The proof of elemental technology can be achieved 
by proof tests. The proof of a plant total system can only be achieved 
following construction and operation, over a certain period of time, of at least 
one or two lead plants. 

New technology implies innovations of plant total performance that can 
differentiate it from conventional plants. In most cases new elemental 
technology brings innovations; however, this is not limited to hardware.  

For new plant designs, it is important to verify that any new technologies 
used are proven. It may not be feasible or practical for technology users to 
check the maturity of each new technological element because of the large 
demand on manpower and expertise. A more realistic approach is to seek 
assistance from neutral commercial services. 

Three key items are needed to confirm that a new technology is proven: 1) 
proof of elemental technology by proof test programmes and evaluation, 2) 
evaluation of total innovative plant performance as compared to conventional 
plants, and 3) proof of an actual plant by construction and operation over a 
certain period of at least 1 or 2 lead plants. 

APWR and ABWR are the most advanced reactors and “proven 
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technologies” have been used in the design, construction and operation of 
these reactors in Japan. The 3rd Project on Improvement and Standardization 
of Light Water Reactor (1981-1985) in Japan was the first step for ABWR 
and APWR development. Sharing experiences of introduction and operation 
of NPPs with electricity utilities and plant manufacturers helped to develop 
Project’s development objectives or “user’s criteria”. The presentation 
focuses on examples of the APWR and ABWR development stages of 
adoption of proven and advanced technologies before the reactors have been 
deployed. 

R. Speranzini 
(Canada) 

Role of R&D from 
early development to 
commercialization 

The focus of this presentation is on the role of R&D and the link between 
R&D and Design Integration (DI). There is a need for a structured approach 
based on R&D, DI, Management Systems (objectives, planning processes, 
quality system) in order to move innovative ideas to concepts and then to 
market. This structured approach can be illustrated by giving examples from 
development work performed at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), 
which has a dual role as a commercial business and R&D organization. At 
the R&D stage, the emphasis is on defining strategic objectives (national – 
tied to social and economic factors; enhancements – tied primarily to safety 
and operations) followed by R&D planning and prioritization. The DI 
process uses available R&D information and is used, among other things, to 
define and refine technology choices and to provide performance and 
technical requirements for new R&D needs. This iterative process between 
R&D and DI continues until a design is finalized. In this context, six design 
stages are typically involved: 1) pre-conceptual design, 2) conceptual design, 
3) preliminary design, 4) basic design, 5) detailed design, and 6) final design. 

Examples are given for the case of an evolutionary design (ACR-1000) and 
the innovative GenIV CANDU-SCWR. For the ACR-1000, certain R&D 
projects are needed to qualify certain components such as the new fuel 
bundle where the interaction between R&D and DI is illustrated in the 
process of designing and qualifying the new ACR-1000 fuel. For the 
innovative CANDU-SCWR, more effort and iteration between R&D and DI 
is needed to finalize the design. In addition, a prototype will be required for 
the CANDU-SCWR and other GenIV reactor concepts as illustrated by 
recent activities of the SIAP (Senior Industry Advisory Panel) GIF group.  

Other examples include the process used at AECL to develop new products 
and services (other than reactor design development) where the process 
begins with “customer-driven requirements” to resolve specific issues.    

 

D. Delmastro 
(Argentina) 

Proven Technology: 
CAREM approach 

CAREM is a small nuclear power plant under development by CNEA 
(Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica). The scope of the CAREM project 
includes development, design and construction.. Initially, a prototype with an 
electrical output of about 27 MW, CAREM 25, will be constructed in order 
to validate the CAREM concept before proceeding to a commercial version. 
Innovative features in CAREM include integrated primary cooling system, 
self-pressurization, natural circulation cooling, and passive safety systems. 

The CAREM development activities focused initially on testing certain 
components such as the innovative hydraulic control rod drives and 
performing tests to establish fuel thermal performance limits. In addition, 
experiments were performed to assess natural circulatin and self-
pressurization and to provide data for to validate thermalhydraulic codes that 
will be used to design the reactor. Other development activities included 
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studies to assist with neutronic design of the reactor, fuel element testing, and 
activities in support of the mechanical design and manufacture of other key 
reactor components. 

Following several years of development activities, the CAREM Project 
reached a level of maturity that prompted the Argentine government to 
decide to construct a CAREM prototype. Several activities are ongoing to 
support obtaining a Construction License for CAREM Prototype. These 
include further testing of key components (e.g., control rod drives and fuel 
elements) using a new high temperature and pressure test loop. In addition, 
construction site and environmental studies are underway in support of 
licensing. The construction of the CAREM 25 prototype is expected to be 
completed by the end of 2014. 

B. Suprawoto 
(Indonesia) 

Proven technology: 
perspective from 
Indonesia 

Indonesian Government regulation 43/2006 regulates the licensing, 
construction, operation and decommissioning of nuclear reactors. The main 
objective of this regulation is to ensure the safety and health of workers, the 
public, as well as protection of the environment. This government regulation 
requires that commercial power reactors shall only be constructed based on 
proven technology. Proven technology is defined here as a technology 
applied in a reactor design that has been proven by experiences through safe 
operation of the reactor for at least 3 years with a minimum average capacity 
factor of 75%.  

NPP provenness is also defined in the Indonesian User Consideration 
Document (UCD). According to UCD, the supplier should ensure the 
provenness of the proposed NPP covering overall system and elements. The 
elements include components, plant structures, design and analysis 
techniques, maintainability and operability features and construction 
techniques. The overall proven NPP system should be based on a minimum 
of three years of operation of the reference NPP, as a commercial plant, with 
a good operational record. The UCD also indicates that the Supplier should 
review existing databases of operating experience to identify both positive 
experiences as well as causes of significant events and unplanned outages, 
and incorporate appropriate features in the NPP design based on those 
operational experiences. In addition, the reactor system should be licensed in 
the country of origin or any other country and should be licensable in 
Indonesia. Similar criteria are set for the Indonesian Bid Invitation 
Specification. 

The use of proven technology is one of the most important considerations in 
future NPP construction projects. Since suppliers have more extensive 
nuclear power plant experience than users, suppliers have more responsibility 
than users in proving the merit of their nuclear power plant technologies. The 
user would simply prefer proven, robust and efficient technology to ensure 
good availability and to avoid the risk of potential accidents, incidents and 
technical problems associated with immature technologies.  
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Discussion 

The discussions after the presentations on proven technology were primarily focused on the following 
issues: 

o Definition of “provenness” and how it can be demonstrated (e.g., is it necessity to 
build a prototype?): this discussion highlighted the differences between designs that 
incorporate “evolutionary” improvements to a proven plant and those designs that 
may require a prototype to reduce risk. For example, the CAREM reactor developers 
feel that a prototype is needed to get more experience with licensing, construction and 
operational aspects to reduce the risk to future commercial units. The developers of 
other reactors (e.g., APR1400, EPR, and ACR-1000) on the other hand, feel that a 
prototype is not needed because of the evolutionary nature of the new features 
incorporated in these designs. For these evolutionary reactors, it is sufficient to test 
the new components using a variety of separate and integral tests supported by 
appropriate modelling and code validation.   

o Need to distinguish “proven technology” and “proven design”: some participants felt 
that a distinction is needed between “proven technology” and ”proven design”. For 
example, electricity generation using water-cooled reactors is a proven technology but 
not all water-cooled reactor designs are proven. It was also argued that this is a matter 
of definition and that the issues regarding “provenness” are the same. 

o Innovative nuclear technologies for desalination: there was a question regarding the 
availability of proven designs that use reactor heat directly for desalination. No 
immediate information was available although it is known that reactor heat is used 
directly for other process heat applications such as district heating. In addition, 
proposals exist for conceptual designs that use moderator heat from CANDU reactors 
for desalination.  

o The future role of small and medium reactors (SMRs): availability of “proven” SMRs 
and technical and economical aspects featuring their deployment in certain markets. 
While SMRs are needed in countries with small grids, they can also be used to replace 
coal-fired plants with small capacities (e.g., in the US). The economics of SMRs were 
discussed and it was indicated that the IAEA is performing studies on this and other 
issues (e.g., INPRO collaborative project on countries with small grids (SMALL)). 

o Linkage between the reactor licensability and “provenness”: it is important to have a 
strong link between regulators and vendors considering the introduction of new 
designs. Involving regulators early in the early stages of development is important for 
both sides. 

o Licensing process in the technology holder country and its compliance with 
technology user country regulations: it was noted that the requirement to have a 
reactor licensed in the country of origin should be considered carefully given that the 
notion of “harmonization” in this area has not materialized yet. In addition, one needs 
to distinguish between provenness in the area of licensing (safety implications) versus 
provenness in economic operation.   

 

Breakout group report 

In order to give a definition for “proven technology”, there is a need first to clarify the terms 
“evolutionary design” and “innovative design”. Using IAEA definitions, evolutionary design is a 
minor enhancement to an existing design that improves performance, safety, or other desirable 
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characteristic. Innovative design is a radical system change that offers new approaches and significant 
improvements that usually have to be validated by a demonstration or prototype plant. The breakout 
group limited the definition of “proven technology” to those reactor technologies that are considered 
for export. For innovative reactor designs, the consensus is that a reference plant must be built, 
licensed, and operated in some location before export (e.g., Gen-IV reactors, PBMR, IPWR). For 
evolutionary designs, it may be acceptable to operate precursor versions of a similar plant (e.g. 
APR1400 in UAE, EPR in Finland). However, some user countries may also apply the innovative 
technology standard (i.e., build, license, operate) before import.   

Technology holders (vendors) use a structured approach when developing new technologies. 
Customers, in turn, need assurance that the technology is safe, reliable, economic and sustainable. For 
domestic deployment, each country has its own national system of research, development, design, 
demonstration, and commercialization.  

The majority of newcomer countries will not choose innovative reactor designs for the first NPP in 
near-term (5-15 years) future. For longer-term deployment (15-50 years) or for expansion of an 
existing Nuclear Energy System, user countries can consider innovative technologies after they have 
been demonstrated or proven. Many user countries are highly interested in the advantages and 
applications that innovative technologies can offer. With sufficient degree of maturity, innovative 
SMRs may be deployed earlier than in 15 years in some countries to better fit their grid size and to 
limit economic investment.  

Non-electric applications of nuclear energy (such as process heat and desalination) are of great interest 
to some new countries but challenges include economic viability. Other challenges to new comers 
include security of supply, resource constraints, technology transfer and waste management. While 
innovation in technology is important, equally important are innovations in business models that could 
address these issues as well as the issue of proven technology. For purposes of this discussion, one can 
consider two business models: traditional and “fast track”. The traditional model can use established 
guidelines such as the IAEA milestones approach. The “fast track” approach includes the BOO (Build, 
Own, Operate) model with shared risks by owner and operator. These models need further discussion 
and refinement in order to address the question of “collective risk management” at different stages of 
NPP deployment: licensing, construction, operation, waste management, decommissioning, liability, 
safety, security, non-proliferation, technical and economics. 

In conclusion, the group recommended considering the idea of developing a methodology to assess the 
maturity/readiness of innovative nuclear technologies. Other recommendations include facilitation of 
international and regional approaches to address certain issues related to nuclear deployment by new 
countries (e.g., fuel supply, waste management) and further consideration of innovative business 
models that could facilitate deployment of innovative nuclear technologies through risk sharing. 

 

Session 3. Safety Approaches for Innovative Nuclear Systems 

This session consisted of 6 presentations followed by questions and answers. A summary of the 
presentations is provided below 

 Presentations (see Appendix A for link to full presentations) 

W. Van Doesburg 
(Switzerland) 

Harmonization of 
licensing 
requirements: 
WENRA experience 

Western European Nuclear Regulators’ Association (WENRA) is an 
association of heads of nuclear regulatory authorities of 16 EU countries 
(Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom) and Switzerland that operate NPPs. The 
Association has also 5 observers from non-nuclear countries: Austria, 
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and potential 
application to new 
nuclear systems 

Ireland, Luxemburg, Norway and Poland; three more observers were invited 
in 2009 (Armenia, Russian Federation and Ukraine).  

WENRA commits itself to continuous improvement of nuclear safety in the 
respective countries. While countries recognize various international 
protocols relevant to safety (e.g., IAEA Safety Standards, the Convention on 
Nuclear Safety), there are differences in approaches since they have different 
organizations and different regulatory regimes. However, there should be no 
substantial differences between countries from the safety point of view in 
generic, formally issued, national safety requirements, and in their 
implementation. In addition, safety requirements should be independent of 
the regulatory regime and nuclear power plant design. The main goal of 
WENRA is to establish a basis for harmonization in safety approaches by 
2006, and to achieve harmonization by 2010. 

There are two working groups in WENRA working on harmonization of 
safety approaches and on continuous improvement of nuclear safety: 1) 
Reactor Harmonisation Working Group (RHWG) that deals with nuclear 
power plants (excluding research reactors), and (2) Working Group on Waste 
and Decommissioning (WGWD). This presentation focuses on RHWG. 

Noting the challenges associated with achieving “complete harmonization” 
due, in part, to differences in regulatory regimes and practices, certain 
“boundary conditions” were established. These include: 1) limit the 
harmonization activities to existing (including shut down) NPPs, 2) legal 
aspects are not included (address only deterministic, probabilistic, 
management and safety culture aspects), 3) cover only overall safety 
requirements without technical details or specific NPP design (technology 
neutral), and 4) do not include “regulatory practices” (i.e., focus on 
regulators’ published requirements from plant operators).  

WENRA developed a harmonization methodology that consists of 6 steps: 1) 
formulation of common “Safety Reference Levels” that are based on the 
IAEA safety standards and national best practices, 2) national self-
assessments performed to assess compliance with each Reference Level with 
evidence provided regarding legal requirements and practical 
implementation, 3)  benchmarking which consists of peer review and 
validation of the national self-assessments, 4) review by stakeholders of the 
benchmarking experience and revision of the Reference levels, if necessary, 
and 6) formulation of National Action Plans in order to modify national legal 
systems and practices according to the benchmarking results. The first 5 
steps were completed and the last step is scheduled to be completed in 2010.  

The original mandate of RHWG to harmonize safety requirements for 
existing reactors was fulfilled; the main remaining follow-up actions consist 
of monitoring the National Action Plans and to implement the “periodic 
safety review” concept. In 2008, a new mandate was adopted to define, 
safety objectives and safety principles for new nuclear reactors by using the 
WENRA proven harmonization methodology. First results from the working 
group on new reactors were published in December 2009 and they are 
focused on reactors currently being built or planned in the short-term (GenIII 
and GenIII+ reactors). More work is needed to define Reference Levels for 
these new reactors but it is expected that this work will be beneficial to more 
innovative reactor concepts in the future. 
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J. Misak (Czech Rep.) 

Evolution of safety 
approaches for Gen III 
and Gen III+ systems 
and implications for 
future systems 

Generation II and Generation III reactors are essential for ensuring mid-term 
security of electricity supply, for sustainability of nuclear power and for 
smooth introduction of future reactor technologies. Successful introduction 
of Generation III reactors and safe operation of Generation II and III reactors 
is vital for future use of nuclear power. 

New Generation III reactors feature significant improvements in safety and 
economy as compared with existing reactors. This is accomplished by using 
new design features such as enhanced defense in depth and increased power 
and efficiency. Although the majority of design features of Generation III 
reactors are evolutionary using proven technologies, there are significant 
challenges that require careful consideration in ensuring and demonstrating 
safety. Continued research is still needed to improve the knowledge in 
several areas associated with Generation III reactors; these areas cover issues 
related to long term operation of reactors, use of passive safety, use of 
advanced fuels, mitigation of severe accidents, and robustness against 
external hazards. Sound conservatism is needed in safety analysis in order to 
demonstrate differential benefit of new design features. The main 
international and guidance documents in safety analysis include the IAEA 
safety standards, the WENRA reactor safety reference levels (see previous 
presentation), and the European utilities requirements for light water 
reactors. These are used to generate requirements for safety analysis such as 
scope (e.g., use of deterministic and probabilistic methods and analysis of 
different plant states), defining acceptance criteria for safety, verification and 
validation of computer codes used for safety analysis with special attention 
to areas where sufficient data may not be available for GenIII systems (e.g., 
behavior of passive systems), evaluation of uncertainties, use of operational 
experience feedback, and documentation/updating and independent 
verification of safety analysis.  

It is essential that adequate information on new design features is available 
not only to plant vendors, but also to operators. International cooperation in 
research and development is an important mechanism to generate the 
knowledge needed to address gaps in knowledge needed for GenIII reactor 
systems so that the required results are achieved in a reasonable period of 
time. In this regards, the IAEA can play an important role in harmonizing 
safety requirements and approaches. 

S. Ansari (Pakistan) 

Safety and 
harmonization of 
approaches to safety 
in future innovative 
systems from view-
point of technology 
user 

Nuclear energy supplied about 16% of the world electricity needs at the end 
of the 20th century. IAEA Projection for 2030 is 650,000 MWe, which is 
equivalent to 124 new 1,000-MWe reactors. The most important drivers of 
nuclear power are: scarcity of local energy resources, high expected 
electricity demand growth and the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
However, for nuclear power to be a viable option, it needs to be 
economically competitive with other electricity generation options.  

Population growth and economic development are increasing energy demand 
worldwide. The share of nuclear energy in developing countries is limited 
because of insufficient infrastructure, small electricity grids, limited 
investment capability, and longer timeline needed for implementation of 
nuclear power in comparison with commonly used electricity generation 
options. However, this may change as the centre of nuclear activity shifts 
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from North America and Western Europe to South and East Asia and as 
more developing countries express interest in deploying nuclear energy. 

It is expected that by 2050, two thirds of the innovative nuclear energy 
systems (INES) will be LWRs, with the remaining one third belonging to the 
category of innovative and advanced reactor types such as liquid metal and 
gas cooled reactors. These innovative reactor concepts are expected to 
effectively meet demands of lower costs and improved fuel sustainability and 
safety.  

The safety of future plants will be based on the high levels of safety achieved 
in current nuclear power plants. The new nuclear power plant designs 
currently under development incorporate various technical features to meet 
very stringent safety requirements. The safety approach for INESs should 
take into consideration the following elements: 1) Public acceptance by 
safety enhancement, 2) enhance defense-in-depth, 3) introduction of rigorous 
quality assurance for plant design, licensing, construction and operation, 4) 
improvement in seismic design and qualification of buildings, 5) 
consideration of internal and external hazards, 6) reduction in the likelihood 
of accidents through design, surveillance & operational means, and 6) severe 
accident management.  

Safety analysis of INESs should be based on an optimum combination of 
deterministic and probabilistic methods. Computer codes used in 
deterministic safety analysis must be verified and validated and uncertainties 
in probabilities used in probabilistic safety assessments should be resolved 
based on well established data.  

Several measures can be used to enhance safety of INESs. These include use 
of passive safety systems and supplementing them with active systems for 
additional defense in depth. Options also exist to enhance safety in the areas 
of severe accident management, hydrogen control, and reactivity control to 
counter certain events such as boron dilution. These measures can result in 
significant reduction in core damage frequency and mitigate the impact of 
severe accidents. In the area of safety, the recommendation to newcomers 
and technology users is to consider innovative as well as existing designs and 
select the one with the best safety features and to ensure that the regulatory 
agencies are well equipped to license innovative systems.  

M. Mayfield (US) 

Safety approaches / 
harmonization for 
innovative nuclear 
systems 

Due to the increased consumption of energy globally and rising demand, it is 
anticipated that nuclear energy may play a significant role in meeting this 
demand.  In addition to growing energy demands, concerns over national 
energy supply security, increasingly volatile fossil fuel prices, and concerns 
over the environment are also creating additional interest in nuclear energy.  
According to the International Atomic Energy Agency’s (IAEA’s) Annual 
Report, “Energy, Electricity, and Nuclear Power Estimates for the Period up 
to 2030,” 2009 edition, it is projected that nuclear generating capacity over 
the next two decades could increase by as much as 200%, to roughly 800 
GW(e).  This growth is anticipated to stem from both countries with existing 
nuclear programs as well as ones without.  

To support this expected increase in nuclear generating capacity over the 
next several decades, it is anticipated that a variety of reactor technologies 
will be needed.  The current fleet of large light water reactors (LWRs) will 
not suffice in the long term for the sustainability of nuclear energy.  This is 
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largely in part due to the inability in several markets to support such large 
base-load generation.  Many countries interested in pursuing nuclear power 
currently do not have grids large enough to support 1000 MW(e) reactors. In 
addition, the high capital costs and waste issues for these larger reactors 
make them undesirable to many countries.  In the longer term, designs will 
be expected to address these issues.  Given these expectations, there is 
growing interest internationally in new and innovative technologies.  
Examples of these kinds of technologies include gas-cooled fast reactors, 
lead-cooled fast reactors, molten salt reactors, sodium-cooled fast reactors, 
supercritical-water-cooled reactors, and very-high-temperature reactors, 
which are currently being evaluated by the Generation IV International 
Forum for further development.  These technologies are proposing to be 
highly economical and proliferation resistant with enhanced safety features 
and reduced waste issues.  As these technologies are being explored and 
developed it is important that the international community cooperate in 
harmonizing the regulatory structure to review and approve these 
technologies. 

Currently, the Multinational Design Evaluation Program (MDEP) has served 
as an effective program to establish stability and harmonization of 
requirements for large LWRs.  It has provided the mechanisms for regulators 
to share information and assure safe designs.  But the focus of MDEP is 
limited to LWRs and all members have existing nuclear power plant 
programs with mature regulatory structures in place.   

Given the diversity among the numerous advanced reactor technologies, and 
the fact that there exists limited to no operating experience for these 
technologies as well as limited to no regulatory structures in place for these 
technologies, it is important that initiatives are put into place to facilitate 
cooperation and harmonization among the interested countries.  In addition, 
as innovative technologies are being developed it is critical to keep 
regulators involved.   

M. El-Shanawany 
(IAEA) 

New reactor designs: 
IAEA Initiatives 

The IAEA supports safety enhancements through the establishment and 
application of safety standards, safety review and services and participation 
in international initiatives.  

The IAEA safety standards represent international consensus on best 
international practices to achieve a high level of safety. The use of safety 
standards by member states range from formal adoption to direct use to 
establish regulation, including using them as reference for review of national 
standards. In addition, safety standards are used by some International 
Organizations such as the European Safety Directive and WENRA. 

The IAEA safety review services cover areas such as Regulatory Framework 
and Activities, Operational Safety, Research Reactors, and Engineering and 
Technical Safety. 

The IAEA also performs safety assessments of new reactor designs (Generic 
Reactor Safety Review, GRSR) using the current Safety Standards. The 
approach for GRSR is to perform expert review of reactor safety 
documentation in two broad areas: 1) Completeness (identify gaps with 
respect to the Safety Standards Requirements and provide evidence to 
substantiates the safety case), and 2) Comprehensiveness (all design features 
and modes of operation over entire lifetime). GRSR has been completed for 
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several advanced water-cooled reactor designs with the following 
conclusions:  

 GRSR can be applied to mature designs as well as to 
new concepts 

 GRSR provides support to Member States in the 
evaluation of the safety of new reactors 

 GRSR can contribute to form a basis for 
harmonization of safety approaches 

 GRSR provides valuable feedback for Standards 
interpretation, clarification and future update 

 GRSR shows potential for early evaluation of 
innovative reactors 

 

The IAEA is an active participant in the Multinational Design Evaluation 
Program (MDEP). With respect to harmonization, the MDEP pilot project 
concluded that: “in many aspects there is already a significant degree of 
harmonization at a general level in the form of the IAEA safety standards. 
Further harmonization will be assisted by building on these internationally 
agreed documents.” 

In addition, the IAEA has developed a comprehensive set of 
recommendations for designers of Innovative Nuclear Energy Systems (the 
INPRO assessment methodology in the area of safety). The INPRO 
methodology is based on the IAEA Safety Standards and provides guidance 
to the designers of innovative nuclear systems regardless of the technology 
used. 

T. Sato (Japan) 

Safety design 
approaches of the 
ABWR for the next 
generation innovative 
LWRs 

The basic policy in the ABWR development is to improve safety while 
reducing (Positive Cost Down) and is achieved through simplification, 
innovation, use of probabilistic safety assessment insights, and elimination of 
unnecessary cost. 

An Example of BWR primary system innovation is the scale up of the 
reactor size while pursuing simplifications (e.g., elimination of recirculation 
piping) that eliminate the possibility of large pipe break; this approach 
improves safety and reduces cost. Another example is improvements to the 
containment vessel by combining it with the reactor building resulting in a 
smaller and less expensive structure with enhanced seismic safety. Other 
enhancements include improved control rod drives to enhance safety and 
operability and improved emergency core cooling system. The improved 
emergency core cooling system combined with elimination of large piping 
below the reactor core ensures that the core will not be uncovered following 
any pipe break accident.   

The safety improvements resulted in reduced core damage frequency (CDF) 
(<<1E06 per reactor year). Insights from PSA show that CDF is dominated 
by transients (e.g., station blackout) rather than LOCA and that redundancy 
and diversity are enhanced in the ABWR design. 

For future ABWR designs, the following targets should be implemented in 
accordance with total plant cost reduction: severe accident proof design; 
three day grace period following a severe accident without containment 
failure; no evacuation plan; three day seismic grace period; large airplane 
crash protection. Use of passive safety systems and new containment design 
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will be needed to attain these targets. 

Seismic risks are the only (very low) residual risks for the ABWR assuming 
construction in Japan. All residual risks are to be removed in future ABWR 
designs which will enable construction world-wide. ABWR can be protected 
by “In-Depth Hybrid Safety” (IDHS) or four levels of safety against 
extremely severe external events eliminating the residual risks completely. 

 

Discussion 

The discussions after the presentations on Safety Approaches for Innovative Nuclear Systems were 
primarily focused on the following issues:  

o Development of high temperature gas-cooled reactor concepts and the need for a 
demonstration plant. Several designs are evolving and the US is expecting vendors to 
apply for design certificates.  

o Approaches to evaluating reactor designs and licensing procedures in different 
countries. In cases of user countries that do not have sufficient expertise in the area of 
safety, it is possible to rely on efforts performed elsewhere but the user country has 
final responsibility for safety. In addition, local expertise is needed to deal with “real 
time” events to deal with situations that may arise both at the operational and 
regulatory levels. 

o Harmonization of activities by WENRA and the expected completion date of the 
National Action Plans. It was pointed out that countries which identified gaps (based 
on the national self-assessments against the WENRA safety reference levels) are 
addressing these gaps with most countries expected to meet the 2010 target 
completion date. It was also pointed out that the national assessments were done 
largely within the respective regulatory agencies but the licensees were consulted for 
details about implementation.  

o Access to design information about nuclear systems by potential buyers to perform 
safety assessments: the experience from the Czech Republic was that access to 
information was provided by vendors for the designs under consideration for 
deployment in that country.  

o Safety objectives for innovative reactors. In general, one could say that innovative 
reactors should be safer. However, the challenge is to measure improvement of safety 
especially when considering technologies other than large water-cooled reactors. The 
challenge is to break away from the large water-cooled reactor mentality which has 
influenced current safety regimes and practices. Developers of new designs or 
technologies should involve the regulator at a very early stage to facilitate future 
licensing of their products. 

o Transportable nuclear power plants and related IAEA activities (e.g., recent INPRO 
project on transportable NPPs). Some of the issues discussed were the requirements 
that regulators may impose on these and other small reactor designs where the vendor 
is proposing reduced staff and reduced emergency planning zones. The IAEA is 
currently reviewing the safety requirements using two sample innovative reactor 
designs and that should provide insight into deployment of these plants.  
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Breakout group report 

The group agreed that harmonization is a central issue when safety approaches are under 
consideration. Noting the challenges associated with achieving “full harmonization” as experienced 
from various initiatives, the group proposed the following definition for harmonization: a process with 
the aim to: 

 achieve the largest possible common basis for establishing safety requirements 
and assessment criteria, 

 understand the rational for deviations beyond this common basis, 
 achieve mutual understanding for safety objectives, accepting different means 

of achieving them, 
 jointly develop and improve safety requirements and criteria, 
 use an internationally accepted standard (IAEA Safety Standards) as a starting 

point, and 
 involve all stakeholders  

The benefits of harmonization of safety approaches include: achievement of an acceptable level of 
safety requirements world-wide; increase of public awareness; economize on resources; 
standardization of codes and tools; facilitation of access to nuclear energy for “newcomers”.  

In order to get better insight into the challenges involved with harmonization and the steps required to 
achieve harmonization, it is useful to consider three areas of harmonization: basic concepts, regulatory 
positions, and implementation.  

Basic concepts include areas such as safety goals and objectives, and laws and regulations. While it is 
possible to work towards shared understanding of safety goals and objectives, laws and regulations are 
specific to each country so it is important to understand these differences since it is not practical to 
expect all countries to adopt the same laws and regulations. Related areas are the concepts of 
continuous safety improvement (how safe is safe enough) and the notion of technology neutral 
approaches. 

In the area of regulator positions, there is a need to develop common understand of the licensing 
processes followed in different countries. This would allow for harmonization at a certain level but the 
main effort should be towards understanding of differences since achieving complete harmonization in 
this area is not practically achievable. This area also includes consistent interpretation of IAEA safety 
fundamentals and requirements and joint development of safety requirements for different reactor 
types. 

In the area of implementation, it is important to develop a common understanding of differences in 
implementation between different countries. For example, in the area of codes and standards, an 
important goal could be to develop a common set of design tools based on existing practices in 
different countries. Access to these tools could be facilitated by establishing an independent Technical 
Support Center that maintains these tools. The IAEA could play a key role in the establishment of such 
support center and by facilitating technology transfer between technology holders and users. 

INPRO can play a key role by monitoring ongoing harmonization efforts worldwide and by 
identifying those aspects that are relevant to future innovative systems. By acting early, it is more 
likely that a greater degree of harmonization can be achieved by getting stakeholders to jointly work 
on gaps relevant to innovative systems (e.g., developing common safety objectives for innovative 
systems).  

The group recommended establishing a dialogue to resolve above harmonization issues and to extend 
the scope to include security and safety-security interface. This dialogue should involve all 
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stakeholders and should engage the public. These efforts should include both technology users and 
holders, including newcomers.   

In future activities, it is recommended that harmonization effort be extended to waste management and 
transportation of nuclear material. 

 

IV. Conclusions 
 
The first INPRO Dialogue Forum workshop was organized through the IAEA Technical Cooperation 
Programme (INT/4/142) and held in cooperation with the Planning and Economic Studies Section 
(PESS) of the Department of Nuclear Energy, and the Division of Nuclear Installation Safety of the 
Department of Nuclear Safety and Security. Three topics were chosen for the workshop based on 
several considerations such as the outcome of the Common Users Considerations study, relevance to 
INPRO activities, and INPRO Steering Committee recommendations.  
 
The format used for the workshop allowed for input from technology holder and technology user 
representatives in addition to experts in the selected topics. In addition, the three sessions were jointly 
chaired by collaborating IAEA groups, allowing for better utilization of existing expertise and sharing 
of relevant current activities. The discussions from each session and the summary reports provided 
useful insight and resulted in a number of key recommendations for further discussion. These 
recommendations include: 
 
1) to promote further dialogue on socio and macroeconomic factors to better understand the impact of 
these factors and how to best integrate them into the decision making process regarding nuclear 
deployment, 
 
2)  to develop a methodology to assess the maturity/readiness of innovative nuclear technologies, 
 
3) to facilitate international and regional approaches to address certain issues related to nuclear 
deployment by new countries (e.g., fuel supply, waste management), 
 
4) to promote further dialogue on innovative business models that could facilitate deployment of 
innovative nuclear technologies through risk sharing, 
 
5) to continue the dialogue to resolve “safety approaches” harmonization issues in the three key areas 
identified at the workshop: a) basic concepts, b) regulatory positions, and c) implementation, and 
 
6) to extend the harmonization efforts to include: a) security and safety-security interface, b) waste 
management, and c) transportation of nuclear material. 
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Presentations and Group Reports 

http://www.iaea.org/INPRO/2010-Feb-DF-WS.html 
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